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Abstract- We illustrate and compare the flexibility of two specification techniques 
for concurrent systems, namely LOTOS and our recent constraint-oriented 
specification notation ('Co-notation'). Flexibility is intended here as the ability to 
match as closely as possible the structure of the initial, informal behavioural 
description of the system, and to directly formalize the conceptual links among data 
variables and events, and their groupings, as identified by that description. We 
show that the simple yet powerful composition operator of the co-notation 
(constraint conjunction), supporting both shared-action (rendez-vous) and shared
variable process interactions, achieves a higher expressive flexibility than LOTOS, 
and a stronger support to constraint-oriented reasoning. 
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parallel logic programming. 

1. Introduction 

This paper is concerned with expressive flexibility in formal specification, a 
somehow fuzzy concept which has nonetheless a great importance for the 
applicability and widespread acceptance of formal methods in system development. 
While on computation-theoretic grounds most non trivial specification languages 
offer maximum expressive power, that is, they can simulate Turing machines, not 
all of them exhibit the same flexibility in adapting to the way humans conceive the 
initial, informal description of a system and of its behaviour. The adoption of a 
flexible specification language guarantees a smooth transition from the informal to 
the formal description phase, by facilitating the mutual comprehension between 
'non-technical people' (problem owner, customer) and the system development team, 
and by possibly increasing the involvement and contribution of the former in the 
early development steps. Let us now consider the informal behavioural 
specification of a generic concurrent system, which may exist as a document in 
natural language or simply as a set of ideas in the mind of the specifier. We 
maintain that, at this very early stage, one can readily recognize three types of 
elements, which may then find a more or less satisfactory formal counterpart in the 
features of the various specification languages. These are: 

actions and events; 
state/data variables; 
'capsules', that is, means for encapsulation. 
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An event is the instantaneous occurrence (performance) of an action . An action 
may be pure -- just a name -- or it may involve data parameters, that can be 
atomically observed, offered to, or accepted by the environment when the action 
occurs. State/data variables are entities that describe the current configuration of the 
system and of its components; each variable holds a possibly structured value. 

Various types of interdependencies among events and state/data variables are 
specified in the informal description, including temporal ordering of events, 
relations among (the values of) actions and state/data variables before and after an 
event, and state invariants. Groups of actions and/or variables, and their 
interdependencies, are encapsulated into specification fragments that are conveniently 
understood as unitary behavioural components. We use the generic term 'capsule' 
for these chunks of informal specification. Of course encapsulation may be multi
level. For example, a capsule may describe a complex data structure, with its 
associated operations and properties, or a temporal pattern of actions, or a 
combination of the two. Encapsulation is a way to break and manage complexity, 
and is apparent from the textual structure of the informal description, which is 
organized into sentences, paragraphs, bullets, sections. Capsules do not describe 
independent fragments of behaviour: they are related to one another. For example 
two paragraphs may describe two phases of behaviour that must be performed in 
sequence. In this paper we focuse our attention on what we consider as the most 
elementary type of capsule interrelation mechanism, a somehow implicit 
mechanism which we are used to take for granted in any natural language 
description, and which is so primitive and pervasive as to become almost invisible. 
We refer to the sharing of actions and state/data variables among capsules. The very 
fact that the same action or variable name is used in k capsules implies a relation, a 
mutual influence between these descriptive components. The k capsules provide 
different, partial viewpoints about that action or variable, they constrain that item in 
different ways: all k viewpoints must then be traced back in the global picture of the 
system behaviour; all constraints must be satisfied. 

We regard a formal specification language as flexible when it supports in a most 
direct way the transposition of actions, state/data variables, capsules, and their 
mutual links -- most notably, the sharing of actions and variables -- from the 
informal to the formal specification; a flexible specification language is convenient 
in that it supports a close matching between these two specification forms. A non 
flexible specification language forces one to play tricks, and to compensate for the 
absence of primitive expressive tools by creating artificial specification machinery 
which obscures the essential behavioural aspects. 

In this paper we shall illustrate and compare the flexibility of two different 
specification techniques, namely LOTOS, and our constraint-oriented specification 
notation (co-notation), by applying these languages to a running example. The 
central point of the paper is that the co-notation achieves a higher expressive 
flexibility, due mainly to the fact that its composition operator encompasses both 
shared action (rendez-vous) and shared variable communication, while LOTOS 
supports only the former. Familiarity with LOTOS is assumed. 
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2. Jewellers 

We provide now an informal description of our running example. We identify in 
italics the keywords that shall be used in the subsequent formalisations. 

I. A jeweller shop is run by three friends: Mike, Mary and Jane. Together, they 
open the shop every morning and close it every evening (openShop, closeShop), 
perhaps via a three-key lock. Every night Mike and Mary go to the theater 
(toTheater), while Jane goes to a discoteque (toDisco). The following is a 
description of what may happen during the day in the shop. 

2. Mike takes care of accepting new precious pieces (pieceln) from external 
producers that need not be specified, and of storing them in the safe . At any 
time he may also update a table (valTable) that indicates the value per weight 
unit (unitVal) of each precious metal, namely platinum, gold, and silver. An 
update consists of a new (material, unitary-value) pair (matValPair). The input 
pieces are characterized by their weight, material, and value (wei, mat, val), the 
latter being computed based on the table entry for mat. 

3. Jane is the window dresser; she may move pieces between the safe and the shop 
window (pieceToSafe and pieceToWind). 

4. Mary is in charge of the cash deposit (cash), which she opens (cash Unlock) after 
entering the shop, and closes (cashLock) before leaving. Only the pieces in the 
window may be sold (pieceOut), at a price which is 1.3 times their value 
according to their material and weight. This money is put in the cash deposit. 
Note that the value of a piece when leaving the shop may differ from its value 
when entering it, in case the table was updated between these two events. 

Two different customer behaviours are described. 
5. Peter has a bag (bag) which he can fill with pieces that he buys during a 

shopping session. The current weight of the bag (currWei) cannot exceed a 
maximum weight capacity (MaxWei), but Peter is not happy until the money 
spent in the current shopping session (currExp) has reached a given threshold 
(TargetExp); at that point he empties his bag (reset) and is ready for a new 
shopping session. 

6. Paul buys a piece only if he has enough funds (funds). However, he can refill 
his funds by addingsome amount of money (delta), from time to time. 

The next two sections provide alternative formalisations of the Jewellers system; for 
avoiding duplications, we have factored out type and variable definitions. 

Data types 
weight 
material 
value 

Data variables 
wei, currWei: 
mat: 

=natural; 
= {platinum, gold, silver}; 
=natural. 

weight; 
material; 
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val, unitVal, price, cash, 
vaiTable: 
safe, window: 
bag: 

currExp, funds, delta: value; 
material -> value (a partial function); 
bag of (weight x material); 
bag of (weight x value). 

Global variables . 
(These appear in italics also in the formal specifications.) 
TargetExp: value; 
MaxWei : weight. 

Actions 
Some actions- are not associated with data exchange, and therefore have no type. 
These are called 'pure actions'. 

openShop, closeShop, toTheater, toDisco, cashUnlock, cashLock: pure actions; 
piecein, pieceOut: weight x material x value; 
pieceToWind, pieceToSafe: weight x material; 
matValPair: material x value; 
reset: bag of (weight x material); 
refill: value. 

3. Using LOTOS 

In LOTOS [B89, BB87] a system is typically described as a set of processes that 
interact with one another and with their environment via interaction points called 
gates. The interconnection structure is described by instances of the binary parallel 
composition operator, which is parameterised by the set of synchronisation gates. 
In our subsequent specification we shall omit the 'process' and 'endproc' keywords, 
the process <functionality> attribute and the sort identifiers, implicitly assuming 
those factored out in Section 2. In cases of recursive processes, we have shortly 
indicated by '[=]'the gate list associated with a process instantiation, whenever it is 
the same list that appears in the header of the enclosing process definition. The 
LOTOS specification of the Jewellers system is given below. All persons 
mentioned in the informal specification are modelled as LOTOS processes. The 
first three are grouped into a process Jewellers. 

System 
[openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, piecein, pieceOut, 
pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, matValPair, toTheater, toDisco, reset, refill] .-

Jewellers 
[openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, piecein, pieceOut, 
pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, matVaiPair, toTheater, toDisco] 
({},{},{(silver, 80), (gold, 100), (platinum, 120)}, 450000) 
l[pieceOut]l 
( Peter [pieceOut, reset]({}, 0, 0) Ill Paul [pieceOut, refill] ( 100.000) ). 
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Jewellers 
[openShop, pieceln, pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, pieceOut, 
matVa!Pair, closeShop, toTheater, toDisco] 
(safe, window, valTable, cash) := 

((Mike [openShop, closeShop, pieceln, matVa!Pair, toTheater] 
l[openShop, closeShop, toTheater]l 
Mary [openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, pieceOut, toTheater] 
) l[openShop, closeShop]l 
Jane [openShop, closeShop, pieceToWind, pieceToSafe, toDisco] 
) 

l[pieceln, pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe]l 
(Safe Window[pieceln, pieceOut, piece To Wind, pieceToSafe ](safe, window) 
l[pieceln, pieceOut]l 
VaiTable[pieceln, pieceOut, matVa!Pair](valTable) 
l[pieceOut]l 
Cash[pieceOut]( cash) 
). 

Peter 
reset 0 0 0 

bag currExp currWei 

Figure I -Upper layers of the LOTOS specification 

The structure of the upper layers of the LOTOS specification presented so far can be 
represented graphically as in Figure I, which shows the sharing of actions among 
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processes and the data variables that are encapsulated in some of the processes. The 
lower layers of the LOTOS specification are presented below. 

Mike [openShop, closeShop, piecein, matVaiPair, toTheater] := 
open Shop; Mike I [ =] . 

Mikel[openShop, closeShop, piecein, matVaiPair, toTheater] .-
piecein ?wei ?mat ?val; Mikel[=] 
[] matValPair ?mat ?unitVal; Mikel[=] 
[] closeS hop; to Theater; Mike[=]. 

Mary [openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, pieceOut, toTheater] := 
openShop; cashUnlock; Mary2 [=]. 

Mary2 [openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, pieceOut, toTheater] := 
pieceOut ?wei ?mat ?price; Mary2 [ =] 

[] cashLock; closeShop; toTheater; Mary [=]. 

Jane [openShop, closeShop, pieceToWind, pieceToSafe, toDisco] := 
openShop; Janel[=]. 

Janel [openShop, closeShop, pieceToWind, pieceToSafe, toDisco] := 
pieceToWindow ?wei ?mat; Janel[=] 

[] pieceToSafe ?wei ?mat; Janel[=] 
[] closeShop; toDisco; Jane [=]. 

SafeWindow [piecein, pieceOut, pieceToWind, pieceToSafe] (safe, window) .
piecein ?wei ?mat ?val; 
SafeWindow [=](safe U {(wei, mat)}, window) 

[] pieceOut ?wei ?mat ?price [(wei, mat) IN safe]; 
SafeWindow [=](safe \{(wei, mat)}, window) 

[] pieceToWind ?wei ?mat [(wei, mat) IN safe]; 
SafeWindow[=](safe \{(wei, mat)}, window U {(wei, mat)}) 

[] pieceToSafe ?wei ?mat [(wei, mat) IN window]; 
SafeWindow[=](safe U{(wei, mat)}, window\ {(wei, mat)}). 

ValTable [piecein, pieceOut, matValPair] (valTable) := 
piecein ?wei? mat ?val [val= wei* vaiTable(mat)]; 
VaiTable [=] (valTable) 

[] pieceOut ?wei ?mat ?price [price= 1.3 *wei* vaiTable(mat)]; 
ValTable [=] (valTable) 

[] matVaiPair ?mat ?unitVal; 
ValTable [=] (valTable t8 (mat, unitVal)). 

Cash [pieceOut] (cash) := 
pieceOut ?wei ?mat ?price; Cash[=] (cash +price). 
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Peter [piece, reset] (bag, currExp, currWei) := 
piece ?wei ?mat ?price [currExp<TargetExpr 1\ (currWei + wei):s;MaxWei]; 

Peter[=] (bag U (wei, price), currExp +price, currWei +wei) 
[] reset; Peter [=] ({ }, 0, 0) . 

Paul [piece, refill] (funds) := 
piece ?wei ?mat ?price [price::;; funds]; 

[] refill ?delta; 
Panl [=](funds- price) 
Paul[=] (funds+ delta) 

The specification above is an example of the LOTOS constraint-oriented 
specification style [VSvS88], in which several processes cooperate in defining the 
temporal ordering and value of the actions that they share. For space reasons we 
omit a detailed illustration of the specification. 

Assessment 
In LOTOS, encapsulation is achieved by the process concept: the global behaviour 
is structured into processes, that represent different phases or aspects of behaviour. 
A process may be created for encapsulating a data structure and the actions 
(operations) that affect it, or a temporal pattern of events, or a combination of the 
two. In the specification above we have actually separated processes that describe 
the ordering of events from those that manage data structures, thus breaking the 
complexity of the global system behaviour. However, the freedom offered by 
LOTOS for creating the aggregates of data structures and actions that form the 
different processes is not optimal: only limited forms of aggregation are possible, 
since processes can only share actions, not data structures. For example, while the 
internal structure of process Jewellers, depicted in the upper box of Figure 1, reflects 
precisely the association person-action found in the informal system description 
(where some of the actions are shared), it fails to reflect the other association found 
in it, namely person-data structure (where some of the data structures are shared). 

The limitation above is perhaps better clarified by an abstract example. Consider 
Figure 2, expressing the mutual influences between a set of three actions a, b, c, 
and a set of three data items s, t, u. 

Figure 2 - Mutual influences between three actions and three data items 

A link between an action, say a, and a data item, say s, indicates mutual 
dependency, which means either that a may or may not occur depending on the value 
of s, and/or that some value x established upon the occurrence of a depends on the 
value of s, and/or that the value of s is updated by the occurrence of a and, 
possibly, by the associated value x. LOTOS offers a few alternatives for describing 
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this scenario. One extreme solution consists in encapsulating all actions and data 
parameters in a single process P[a, b, c](s, t, u). In the body of this process we 
would have complete access to the actions and data variables, and could freely 
express any relation among them. The obvious disadvantage is the lack of 
structure, and, related to that, the need to re-instantiate the whole, big process 
whenever one of the data items must be updated. We may then decompose the 
system into smaller, interacting processes, but the best that we can do is: 

P[a, b](s) l[a, b]l Q[a, b, c](t) l[b, c]l R[b, c](u). 

The three-process solution above corresponds to a covering of the gate set, namely 
{ {a, b}, {a, b, c}, { b, c}}. No finer covering is possible because a process that 
encapsulates a data item must necessarily insist on all the actions that affect that 
item. On the other hand one might wish to consider an alternative aggregation, 
which perhaps matches more closely the informal description, and is in any case 
suggested by the symmetry in Figure 2. This would be the dual of the structure 
above, and would achieve maximal fragmentation of the action space; we represent 
it by the abstract expression 'X[a](s, t) * Y[b](s, t, u) * Z[c](t, u)', where the 
composition operator is left unspecified ('*'). The pattern above could only be 
formally specified by a language which admits variable sharing, but LOTOS does 
not support this feature. 

4. Using the co-notation 

We have designed the co-notation (Constraint-Oriented notation) [BA96] with the 
primary objective of supporting a constraint-oriented style for the specification of 
concurrent systems more effectively than in LOTOS. More generally, we felt the 
need to explore a possible integration of the good features of the process-algebraic 
approach, with its emphasis on event ordering and process composition, and those 
of a declarative approach such as Z [S90], with its emphasis on state variables and 
global state structuring. The key idea was one of treating actions and state/data 
variables as uniformly as possible, and of supporting the specification and 
composition of constraints on these items in a most flexible way. Processes (or 
blocks, in our terminology) should cooperate both by shared variables and by shared 
actions, i.e. rendez-vous. (A comprehensive introduction to interprocess 
communication mechanisms is found, for example, in [LL90].) A preliminary 
version of the co-notation was presented in [BC94], and a full introduction to the 
notation and its semantics is provided in [BA96]. 

The four types of object that constitute a specification in co-notation, called co
specification for short, are actions, state/data variables or, shortly, state variables, 
elementary constraints and compound constraints, also called blocks (see Figure 3). 
A co-specification describes networks of constraints on state variables and actions, 
where compound constraint are, recursively, networks of constraints, and may 
include local state variables. There exist two types of elementary constraint: 
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active predicates, which insist on precisely one action, and zero or more state 
variables (there are two active predicates in Figure 3); 
state invariants, which insist on one or more state variables (there is one state 
invariant in Figure 3). 

action 

0 state 
variable 

0 elementary 
constraint 

0 compound 
con traint 
(block) 

Figure 3 - A network of constraints of a co-specification 

We shall not deal with state invariants in this paper, thus a constraint can only be a 
block or an active predicate. In essence, an action occurs when all the constraints 
that insist on it agree on its value and executability, also depending on the (possibly 
shared) variables upon which those constraints insist, and on the internal variables 
ofthelatter. 

Similar to LOTOS, the co-notation is provided with an interleaving semantics based 
on labelled transition systems: a co-specification ultimately describes a possibly 
infinite labelled tree where arcs are labelled by action names and values, and nodes 
are labelled by assignments to the full set of state variables. 

From the syntactic viewpoint, a co-specification is a list of definitions of types and 
of complex and elementary constraints, possibly enriched by a list of logical 
predicate definitions, for those predicates that are instantiated in the bodies of the 
elementary constraints. Compound constraints can be defined either graphically or 
textually. The block definitions are not nested, thus, for avoiding ambiguity, the 
constraint names must all be different. Compound constraint instantiations are not 
allowed to be (directly or indirectly) recursive, thus the structure of instantiations is 
a tree. Rather than further introducing the (few) syntactic and semantic features of 
the co-notation in abstract terms, we describe them as we comment the co
specification of the Jewellers system, which is provided below. Its reading should 
be facilitated by its similarity with the LOTOS specification of the previous 
section. 

System 
[openShop, closeShop, pieceln, pieceOut, pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, 
matValPair, toTheater, toDisco, reset, refill] .-
constraints 
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Jewellers 
[openShop, closeShop, pieceln, pieceOut, pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, 
matValPair, toTheater, toDisco] , 
(Peter [pieceOut, reset] ; Paul [pieceOut, refill]) 

Jewellers 
[openShop, pieceln, pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, pieceOut, matValPair, 
closeShop, toTheater, toDisco] := 
variables 

cash = 450000, safe = { } , window = { } , 
vai_Table = {(silver, 80), (gold, 100), (platinum, 120)} 

constraints 
Mike [openShop, closeShop, pieceln, matVaiPair, toTheater] 

(safe, valTable), 
Jane [openShop, closeShop, pieceToWindow, pieceToSafe, toDisco] 

(safe, window) , 
Mary [openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, pieceOut, toTheater] 

(cash, window, valtable). 

We have provided above the definitions of two compound constraints, or blocks, 
namely the System, which is the main block, and the Jewellers. The structure of 
these two blocks can be represented graphically as in Figure 4, which shows the 
sharing of actions and data variables among components, and the data variables that 
are encapsulated in some of them. 

Peter 

0 0 0 
currExp bag 

Figure 4 - Upper layers of the specification in conotation 
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The header of a constraint definition (be it a block or an active predicate) consists of 
a name, the list of actions, in square brackets, and, possibly, the list of state 
variables upon which the constraint insists. The items of the lists are understood as 
formal parameters, and should be associated with their sorts (e.g. 'x : nat'), but we 
omit the latter for conciseness, having provided them already in Section 2. 
Currently no internal actions are envisaged for the co-notation, thus all actions are 
listed in the header of the main block. 
The body of a block definition consists of two sections: 

section variables defines the local state variables of the block and their initial 
values; 

section constraints contains a co-expression, which is formed by a set of block 
or elementary constraint instantiations connected by the binary composition 
operators of conjunction (',') and disjunction (';'). Formally: 

<co-expr> ::= <constraint-instantiation> I (<co-expr>) 
I <co-expr>, <co-expr> I <co-expr>; <co-expr>. 

Similar to the header of a constraint definition, a constraint instantiation consists of 
a name, a list of actions, in square brackets, and, possibly, a list of state variables 
upon which the constraint insists. Actions and variables, in this case, play the role 
of actual parameters: we are passing the actual names of actions and variables upon 
which the constraint must insist. Note that, unlike in LOTOS, we are not allowed 
to pass value expressions for binding formal variables to values: we pass actual 
state variable names, e.g. safe and valTable for instantiating formal state variable 
names (names may coincide). 

A co-expression can only perform one of the actions that appear as parameters of its 
constraint instantiations, say action a. The disjunction operator ';' introduces 
nondeterminism, thus, in general, different, alternative subsets of the constraints 
that own that action may be involved in its execution, depending on the structure of 
the co-expression. Let E be a co-expression, and let CCa(E) denote the set of sets 
of constraint that may be involved in the execution of action a. Then: 

• If E = 'P[Acts](Vars)', that is, E consists of just a constraint instantiation, we 
have: 

CCa(E) = { {P[Acts](Vars)}} 
CCa(E) = {0} 

if a e Acts; 
if a II!: Acts. 

• If E = 'El, E2', then the generic element of CCa(E) (this element is a set!) is 
the union of an element of CCa(El) and one of CCa(E2). 

• If E = 'El; E2', then the generic element of CCa(E) is an element of CCa(El) 
or one of CCa(E2). 
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For example, if EJ is the co-expression defining the Jewellers block it is: 

CCtoTheate,{ EJ) = {{Mike[ ... ]( ... ), Mary[ ... ]( ... )}} 

while for the co-expression Es defining the whole system it is: 

CCpieceOut< Es) = {{Jewellers[ ... ]( ... ), Peter[ ... ]( ... )}, 
{Jewellers[ ... ]( ... ), Paul[ ... ]( ... )} 

} . 

We provide now the definitions of the five blocks Mike, Mary, Jane, Peter and 
Paul, and of two blocks, CycleA and CycleB, that are used in the definitions of 
Mike, Mary and Jane. 

Mike[openShop, closeShop, pieceln, matValPair, toTheater] (safe, valTable) := 
constraints 

CycleA 
Accept 
Revise 

[openShop, pieceln, matValPair, closeShop, toTheater], 
[pieceln] (valTable, safe), 
[matValPair] (valTable). 

Jane[openShop, closeShop, pieceToWind, pieceToSafe, toDisco] (safe, window):= 
constraints 

CycleA 
Move 
Move 

[openShop, pieceToWind, pieceToSafe, closeShop, toDisco], 
[pieceToWind] (safe, window), 
[pieceToSafe] (window, safe). 

Mary [openShop, closeShop, cashUnlock, cashLock, pieceOut, toTheater] 
(cash, window, valtable) := 

constraints 
CycleD [ openShop,cashUnlock,pieceOut,cashLock, 

closeShop,toTheater], 
Sell [pieceOut] (cash, window, valtable). 

Peter [piece, reset] := 
variables Bag= { }, currExp = 0, currWei = 0. 
constraints 

GetPiece 
Reset 

[piece] 
[reset] 

Paul [piece, refill] := 
variables funds = l 00 
constraints 

Buy 
Refill 

[piece] 
[refill] 

(Bag, currExp, currWei), 
(Bag, currExp, currWei). 

(funds), 
(funds). 

CycleA [openShop, loopActl, loopAct2, closeShop, act3] := 
variables sO= I; sl, s2 = 0. 
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constraints 
Arrow 
Loop 
Loop 
Arrow 
Arrow 

[openShop] 
[loopActl] 
[loopAct2] 
[closeS hop] 
[act3] 

(sO, sl ), 
(sl ), 
( s 1 ), 
(sl, s2), 
(s2, sO). 

CycleB [openShop, cashUnlock, pieceOut, cashLock, closeShop, toTheater] := 
variables sO= 1; sl, s2, s3, s4 = 0. 
constraints 

Arrow 
Arrow 
Loop 
Arrow 
Arrow 
Arrow 

[openShop] 
[cashUnlock] 
[pieceOut] 
[cashLock] 
[closeS hop] 
[act3] 

(sO, sl ), 
(sl, s2), 
(s2), 
(s2, s3), 
(s3, s4), 
(s4, sO). 

The behaviour of Mike is described as the composition of one compound constraint 
( Cyc leA) dealing with the pure ordering of his actions, and two elementary 
constraints (Revise and Accept) dealing with the relations between some of his 
actions and the data structures that he handles. A similar separation of concerns is 
applied in the specifications of Mary and Jane. 

Blocks CycleA and CycleB are specified in terms of elementary constraints Arrow 
and Loop, and can be readily understood as condition/event Petri nets, with variables 
s0-s4 playing the part of places, and actions openShop etc. playing the part of 
transitions. The Arrow and Loop active predicates, which express the 'token game' 
associated with transition firing, and the other active predicates of the co
specification, are defined below. 

Arrow[trans](inPlace, outPlace) :- inPiace = I, 
inPlace' = 0, 

outPlace = 0, 
outPlace' = I. 

Loop[trans](place) :- place = 1, place' = 1. 

Accept [pieceln](valTable, safe) pieceln =(wei, mat, val), 
val = wei * valTable(mat), 
safe' =safe u {(wei, mat)}. 

Revise [matValPair] (valTable) matValPair =(mat, unitVal), 
valTable' = valTable E9 (mat, unitVal). 

Move [piece] (source, destination):- piece E source, 
source' =source- {piece}, 
destination'= destination u {piece}. 

Sell [pieceOut]( cash, window, valtable) :-
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pieceOut 
(wei, mat) 
price 
window' 
cash' 
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=(wei, mat, price), 
E window, 
= 1.3 * wei * va!Table(mat), 
= window - {(wei, mat)}, 
= cash + price. 

GetPiece [piece] (Bag, currExp, currWei) 
p1ece =(wei, mat, price), 
currExp < TargetExp, 
currWei +wei :::; MaxWei, 
Bag' =Bag u (wei, price), 
currExp' = currExp +price, 
currWei' = currWei +wei. 

Reset 
currExp 
Bag' 
currExp' 
currWei' 

[reset] (Bag, currExp, currWei) :
~ TargetExp, 
={}, 
=0, 
=0. 

Buy [piece] (funds) :-
piece = (_,_,price), 
price :::; funds, 
funds' = funds - price. 

Refill [delta] (funds) :- funds' = funds +delta. 

In co-notation we do not prescribe a specific syntax for the body of elementary 
predicate definitions; what we need is essentially first-order predicate calculus. We 
adopt a convention also used in the Z notation [S90], namely the primed decoration 
of state variables (e.g. s ') for expressing the value of the variable after the occurrence 
of the (unique) action upon which the active predicate insists. In the definitions 
above we have also skipped quantifiers, as done in Prolog: for example, writing 
'pieceln =(wei, mat, val)' is equivalent to writing: 

3 wei: weight, mat: material, val: value. 
pieceln = (wei, mat, val). 

Note that in the body of active predicates, the conceptual distinction between action 
and state variables (in primed and unprimed forms) is lost: they are all treated as 
logical variables. 

Assessment 
In our opinion, the major advantage of the co-notation over LOTOS is that one can 
let the formal specification reflect very closely the conceptual associations among 
actions, state variables and 'agents' expressed in the original informal description. 
By comparing Figures I (LOTOS) and Figure 4 (co-notation) it is clear that the 
latter is closer to the informal description of Section 2: the five blocks Mike, Mary, 
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Jane, Peter and Paul of the co-specification correspond precisely, up to referenced 
actions and state variables, to as many bullets in the informal description, with the 
only exception that the actions openShop, closeShop, toTheater and toDisco were 
factored out, in the latter, in a kind of preliminary descriptive bullet. 

We may strengthen this point by resuming the small abstract example of Figure 2, 
which depicted in a flat manner the mutual links between three actions and three data 
items. In co-notation we have maximum freedom in grouping these links: the 
grouping achieving the finest fragmentation of the data space would be described by 
the co-expression 'Bl[a, b](s), B2[a, b, c](t), B3[b, c](u)', while the finest 
fragmentation of the data space would be represented by 'Cl [a](s, t), C2[b](s, t, u), 
C3[c](t, u)'. 

6. Conclusions 

We have compared two specification techniques for concurrent systems, namely 
LOTOS, and our co-notation, both of which support a constraint-oriented 
specification style. Our comparison was focused on the flexibility offered by these 
techniques in expressing the links among actions and state/data variables, their 
groupings into constraints, or partial views on the global system behaviour, and 
constraint composition, as found in the informal description of the system. We 
have shown that only the co-notation fully supports this notion of flexibility, 
mainly due to the fact that its conjunction of constraints encompasses the sharing 
both of common actions and of common state variables, thus offering maximum 
freedom in fragmenting the global picture into partial system views. 
If we now relax the emphasis on the links between actions and variables, and 
understand the term 'expressive flexibility' in a more general sense, then we should 
probably assign to LOTOS a higher flexibility score. Besides parallel composition, 
which corresponds both to conjunction (synchronisation) and to disjunction 
(interleaving) in co-notation, LOTOS behavioural operators include choice, enabling 
and disabling: these operators do correspond to elementary behavioural patterns 
which are often found in the informal description, and which the co-notation cannot 
describe directly. For enhancing the flexibility of the co-notation also in this 
respect one should investigate the extent to which these behavioural patterns can be 
built on top of the available constraint composition operators -- a subject for further 
research. 

We have experimented with a few support tools for the co-notation, which include 
facilities for the graphical editing and the interpretation of co-specifications. Not 
surprisingly, it proved quite convenient to develop these tools in Prolog: the bodies 
of the elementary constraints can be expressed directly in that language, while those 
of the compound constraints can be expanded in a rather straightforward manner into 
Prolog code, with direct exploitation of the Prolog operators of conjunction (',') and 
disjunction (';'). A further, attractive track of research and development would be 
the investigate the convenience of other logic programming languages (e.g., parallel 
logic programming [Gr87]) as implementation supports for the co-notation. 
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